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Scrapbooking Workshop

Tutti Frutti | 3 layouts
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Materials Needed:
 
G1255 Tutti Frutti Scrapbooking Workshop Kit
Z3515 Black Journaling Pen (.01) (optional)
Z1151 3-D Foam Tape 
Paper Trimmer

Optional Featured Technique: Adding Details with a Journaling Pen and Assembling a Shaker Window

Project 2 Project 3

Scissors
Adhesive
Pencil
Ruler

Project 1
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3A
10 × 10

3 × 3 3 × 4 (P) 3 × 4 (L) 4 × 4 4 × 6 (P) 4 × 6 (L) 5 × 7 (L)
Project 1 3 - - 1 1 - -

Project 2 - 1 2 - - - 1

Project 3 - 4 - - - 1 -

(P) = portrait    (L) = landscapeGather photos (14 total)

Getting Started:

• Gather all materials needed.
• Trim all zip strips and set aside. The zip strip is the ½" accent paper along the top of each sheet of patterned paper.
• Check the cut orientation below each cutting guide image. This will show you how to cut the paper, keeping the patterns on your 

project pieces facing the right direction.
• Light grey pieces on your cutting guide are project pieces. White pieces are leftover paper.
• As you cut the paper, label and sort the pieces as indicated in the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project.

Cutting Diagrams:

zip strips
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Key:

     = first cut | * = use back of paper | P = Project
cut diagonal = angle in trimmer

exclusive paper

3E
3½ × 12

front *back

cut orientation

1E: 3 × ½ P1: 2 × ½ P1: 2 × ½ P1: 2 × ½

P1: 2 × ½ P1: 2 × ½
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1F
4½ × 6½

1B
4½ × 4½

1C
3½ × 10

1A
5 × 4½

3D
2 × 2

3F
4¼ × 6¼

3B
3¼ × 4¼

3C
3¼ × 4¼

3G
3¼ × 4¼

3H
3¼ × 4¼

2D
9¼ × 9¼
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exclusive paper

light *dark

Flamingo cardstock

light *dark

Flamingo cardstock

dark *light

Sage cardstock
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2B
5¼ × 7¼

2F
4¼ × 3¼

2G
4¼ × 3¼

2H
4¼ × 3¼

3½

5

2C
(cut diagonal)

5½

3½

2A

2E
9 × 9

1D
3 × 11
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White Daisy cardstock

light *dark

Capri cardstock

White Daisy cardstock

Tips: The long sides of 2A will not fit in a standard 
paper trimmer. You will need to cut this piece with 
scissors. Pair the measurements provided with a pencil 
and ruler, and lightly draw guidelines to cut along. 
Erase any leftover pencil marks after cutting.
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Project 1: Left Page
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1. Use Capri polka dot paper for base page
2. Attach prepared die-cut strips, rectangle word stickers, and 

P1 zip strip accents, as shown 
Tip: Attach “SUMMER FUN” sticker with 3-D foam tape.

3. (Optional) Draw stitch lines on some die-cut strips with a 
journaling pen, as shown

4. Attach 1A and 1B
5. Attach photo
6. Embellish with additional stickers 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tope for  
added dimension.

Assemble:

1A

1B

1¾

2¾

3⅝

⅜

⅜

⅜
2⅜

⅜

⅜

⅜

4

Prepare for Both Pages:

• Cut die-cut strips into individual pieces
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Project 1: Right Page
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1. Use Capri polka dot paper for base page
2. Attach remaining prepared die-cut strips and P1 zip strip 

accents, as shown
3. (Optional) Draw stitch lines on some die-cut strips with a 

journaling pen, as shown
4. Attach 1C and 1D
5. (Optional) Draw journaling lines on 1D with a journaling pen 

and ruler, as shown
6. Attach 1E to 1D
7. Attach 1F
8. Attach photos
9. Embellish with stickers 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension. 

10. Add journaling

Assemble:

1E

1C
1D

1F

½

½
3¼¾

⅜

1

¼

¼

¼

¼

⅜

1¾

⅜

⅜

⅜

⅜

⅜

⅜
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Project 2: Left Page
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1. Use Lemonade patterned paper for base page
2. Attach stickers and circle die-cuts to 2A, as shown 

Tips: Lay circles out before attaching. Attach some stickers 
with 3-D foam tape for added dimension. Hand trim any  
die-cuts that are hanging off the edges of 2A, and save the 
pieces for the right page.

3. Attach 2A
4. Attach Flamingo and light Flamingo die-cuts, as shown
5. Attach 2B  

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the top left or bottom right 
corner so other pieces can be tucked behind it in a  
later step.

6. Attach photo 
7. Embellish with additional stickers and rectangle  

sprinkle die-cut 
Tips: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for added 
dimension. Tuck some of these pieces slightly behind 2B, as 
shown. Trim one of the scalloped border stickers down to 
6½" and save the remaining portion to use on the  
right page.

Assemble:2A

2B

3¾

2½

⅛

⅛
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Project 2: Right Page
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1. Use Lemonade patterned paper for base page
Attach circle die-cuts and reserved remaining half-circle die-
cuts to 2C, as shown 
Tip: Line half-circles up with their counterparts on the left 
page, then attach. Lay circles out before attaching.

2. Attach 2C
3. Attach Flamingo and light Flamingo die-cuts, as shown
4. Attach 2D with 3-D foam tape
5. Attach circle die-cuts and stickers along right half of 2E, as 

shown, then hand trim any hanging excess 
Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension.

6. Attach 2E to 2D
7. Attach 2F, 2G, and 2H
8. Attach photos
9. (Optional) Draw journaling lines on 2E with a journaling pen 

and ruler, as shown
10. Embellish with additional stickers 

Tips: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for added 
dimension. Trim remaining scalloped border sticker from the 
left page down to 3¼" to attach below 2F.

11. Add journaling

Assemble:

2H

2C

2D
2E

2F

2G

½

⅛

1¼

1⅜

1⅜

¼

⅛

¼
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Project 3: Left Page

1. Use popsicle paper for base page
2. Attach 3A 
3. Attach scalloped circle and circle die-cuts to 3A, as shown 

Tip: Attach the circle die-cuts to the centers of the scalloped 
circle die-cuts, as shown.

4. Attach 3B 
5. Attach photo to 3B
6. Attach 3C with 3-D foam tape 

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the bottom right so another 
piece can be tucked behind in a later step.

7. Attach photo to 3C
8. Attach 3D, as shown 

Tip: Tuck slightly behind 3C.
9. Embellish with stickers 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension. 

Assemble:
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3A

3C

3K

3B

3D

3¼
3

3½

1

1

2⅞

4

2⅞
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Project 3: Right Page
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1. Use exclusive burst paper for base page
2. Attach 3E
3. Attach Sage scalloped circle and circle die-cuts, as shown 

Tip: Attach the circle die-cut to the center of the scalloped 
circle, as shown.

4. Attach 3F, 3G, and 3H
5. Attach photos
6. Add journaling to Flamingo scalloped circle die-cut
7. (Optional) Build shaker window with journaled die-cut, 

Flamingo circle rim die-cut, foam tape, acetate, and Tutti-
Frutti loose shapes, and attach, as shown 
Assembly Tips:

1. Carefully remove outer foam ring from foam tape 
backing sheet and attach to journaled die-cut

2. Keeping the journaled die-cut flat, place desired 
amount of loose shapes inside frame

3. Remove protective film from acetate and lay on top of 
foam tape ring (if you haven’t done so already, peel off 
the protective layer from the foam tape ring to expose 
the adhesive before laying the acetate on it)

4. Attach Flamingo circle rim die-cut to acetate to cover 
the foam tape

8. Embellish with additional stickers 
Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension.  

Assemble:

3F

3E

3G 3H

2

⅛

⅛

1


